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Fumigant from greenhouse

Two hospitalized in gas leak
by Anne Chamberlain
worse than it ended up beStaff Writer
ing," Lewis said. The
Two student firefighters were - chemical is very dangerous- if
taken to Eastern Maine Medical swallowed or inhaled in large
Center Tuesday night after in- amounts.
haling chemical fumigant near
Fielder said firefighters were
a university greenhouse, the called to the scene at 8:58 p.m.
assistant director for fire ser- after a police officer smelled
vices said.
•
smoke in the area. Although
David Fielder said Wednes- signs on the doors indicated
day that Tim Post and Norman
there was fumigant inside, the
Lewis were taken to the hospital officers decided to investigate
by ambulance after inhaling a becauseof an excessive amount
large amount of the fumigant of smoke.
nicotine sulfate. The fumigant
Two firefighters donned prowas being used to eliminate in- tective equipment and entered
sects in the Roger Clapp the greenhouse. They reported
Greenhouses near Deering Hall. everything to be in order, but
Fielder said the two men were
were not affected by the fumes
walking around the building
because of their breathing aptrying to keen_hystanders away. parntnZ Fiotrler said.
"After about 20 minutes they
Fielder said a vent may have
felt tingling in their hands, and
been left open, which would actheir lips felt numb ... and they count for the heavy fumes outhad pain in their chests," said
side the building.
Fielder.
Forrest Carmichael, horhe
was
taken
to
the
Lewis said
ticultural supervisor, said that a
hospital "as a precaution."
vent was not left open. A piece
"I could feel it in my lips, my of glass was broken-in the roof,
throat, my chest,"-Lewis said.
but this was not the reason for
--- They rernaine3-it iV-hiasyritaf— the escaping fumes. The fumes
for about two hours and were
are normal seepage because
told by doctors there was no greenhouses are not airtight.
permanent damage.
Lyle Littlefield, associate pro"It could have been a lot
fessor of ornamental hor-

ticulture, was called to the scene
by the police.
"1 tried to tell them it was just
routine fumigating, but they
wanted to check it out
anyway," Littlefield said.
Littlefield said that because
of the way greenhouses are constructed. they are not air
and a certain amount of leakage
always occurs.
Apparently a policeman was
in the vicinity soon after the
fumigating bomb was lit and
became concernedabout the
possibility of fire.
The fumigating bomb was lit
'by Carmichael between 8 and
8:15 p.m.. Littlefield said.
Carmichael said this is the
rust time in the IR years he has
worked at
department has been called to
a greenhouse because of
fumigating.
Greenhouses are fumigated
on a regular basis as needed,
said Carmichael. This time of
year it is done more often
because warmer
tracts more insects. The
greenhouse at which the inci
dent occurred Tuesday was
fumigated three to four weeks
ago, he said.

This Basset is in full bloom, perhaps a sure sign spring
finalb here to stay. (Dean photo)

Few able to identify well-known, survey says
a public opinion class, ssas written and
distributed by Daigle, Jon Rummler,
Melinda Lake and Cathy Stanley. The 20
names on the list included UMO adA name recognition survey recently
ministrators, UMO student government
conducted on campus by four students
members and other prominent students,
reveals that many students do not have
a basic knowlege of prominent people, sports figures and national political
said one of the originators of the survey. figures.
"We chose about five to 10 adDawn Daigle said she was "dismayed"
ministration or big names on campus
at the number of students who did not
that everybody should be able to idenrecognize names of campus, state and
national figures who are often in the tify easily, or names of people they
should know, like(UMO President Arnews.
"Something that surprised me was not thur) Johnson," Lake said.
The surveys were handed out in
too many people knew who national
government figures were, like James various classes and in certain dorms. A
Baker and (US, Supreme Court-Clnef)-- -total of 12Sr survey:stirrer:earned. . The most often recognized name was
Justice (Warren) Burger," she said.
The surves which was done as part of Johnson, with 71 percent of the

by Anne Chamberlain
Staff Writer

respondents able to state his position.
Campus(29 percent); Dwight Rideout,
Rep. Olympia Snowe, R-Maine, and assistant vice president and dean of stuSen. George Mitchell, D-Maine were dent services (25 percent); and William
identified by 62 percent and 51 percent Prosser, assistant directot•of police services (10 percent).
of the respondents respectively.
Other well-known names included
Lake said the sursey may have been
biased because more male respondents
John Winkin, UMO head baseball coach
(56 percent); Steve Ritzi, past student 'than female respondents responded.
government president (46 percent); H.
Off-campus students were able to
Ross fsloriarity, director of Residential recognize more UMO administration
Life (46 percent); Burger, (41 percent); names, said Daigle_
Of those answering questions regarand Jeff Tonliff, UMO basketball player
ding the Campus, 96 said they read it
(41 percent).
Lesser known names included Patrick daily, 29 read ifless than three times a
McCarthy, chancellor of the University week, and two never read it.
Ninety students said they read other
of Maine (33 percent); Thomas Aceto,
vice,pfesident--for- --student and ad-_ _ papers, including the Bangor Daily
-rh'nines
ministrative kervices _(21 percent); Don News,-Bostort Globe,-New Yo
Linscott editor of the Daily Maine and USA Today..

Big-name concerts may be no more at UMO

ber ofbeans in-fhe

ree Brewer to Jeff

fee Grinder to Liz

fee mugs to Robin

,rour prize from Bill
3f Catering & Conooke Hall.

years. There's too much risk,"
•
- - CavaRi vaid.
The promoters, Steve Fox and
Gurdon Horner, could not be
reached for comment.
With recent rock concerts at
About 1,300 tickets were sold
U5.10 plagued by loss student
interest, promoters will be less• for the General Public concert.
Ley: inIn am were sold on camwilling to schedule big-name
pus. Cavalli estimated that 40
acts to perform at0-Kio, astnpercent of the crowd were high
dent gosernment organizer said
school students from the Orono
Wednesday.
Ma', Cavalli. concert co- area.
"High school kids were much
chairman for Student Entermore active than the college
tainment & Activities, said
On
kids." Cavalli said.
while SEA only lost $1,000
The total cost of the General
last Fridas'S General Public
concert, the promoters /May —Public concert was about
822,000, Casalli said. The band
have lost more than 800.000.
"Another ;Plarinitirrwon't charged $15,000 and the re. come up here for another five mainder was spent on advcrtis-

by Douglas Watts
- Staff Writer

--

ing, staging and lighting.
-W-hile SEA -lost all-of the
31,000-it--put into the show
Cavalli said he was no
surprised.
"We expected we would lose
Money. We took a big loss,"
Cavalli said.
Cavalli explained SEA uses
its investment to lower ticket
prices and therefore the loss is
planned.
The two pres ious SEA concerts tins school year, the Fitts
and the I-Tones, both lost about
$1,000 in SEA funds.
Rob Pfister, concert cochairman for the 1985-86 year,
said SEA will look toward
(see CONCERTS page 3)

Police,. SEA in dispute
over locker-room incident
by Ed Carroll
Staff Writer
An incident at last Friday's General Public concert at
Memorial Gymnasium is the source of a dispute between the
concert chairperson for Student Entertainment and Activities
and a UMO department of Police and Safety sergeant hired
to work security at the event.
Shortly heftily General Public was to go on stage the UMO
baseball team returned from an away game to find their
locker room, where their personal belongings were stored,
filled with the band and equipment.
What happened upon their arrival is described differently by the police report and the accounts of the chairperson
and SEA security volunteers.
Dee DISPUTE page 2)

2 The DoiIt
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.tudhe rrntiled
Ratmond Thitiodeau. he and a
patrobsoman entered the locker room
and adt bed SEA concert Chairperson
-Rors Strunk that the team .0tdd be.
enter "t—a-• The report then states that Strunk
"got ter obnoMotts. telling me that he
.as in charge of the concert." and
osv et
L
Inc the the policeman"..ages and he
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halen.
"W hen I sass that the cop -stas-heing
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. A
.,,,J.
Allin said Strunk scas not ohnosious.
but "as trying to he reasonahle.
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incident.
Cart ilie said he intended for the team
11 at ailable for comment on Wednesday
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to mum and lease their equipment it
Allin. head of stage securitt at the
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Under New Management
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booking less expensive acts in me Mime.
Finding`a promoter in the future could
be difficult, he said.
"VW(UMO)might be 'blackballed' by
the industry. A promoter will probably
check- on how other promoters did up
Mom thr.)11 -.twee 10-4.111:fle
Pfister said.
Because of promoters' unwillingness
to finance future shows at UMO,Cavalli
said he doubts if UMO will see am more
major acts in the future.
"We're in a dilemma. To draw a lot of
students we need a big- name band. But
that would cost at least 525,000 for the
-baud alone.--Ehrthe other hand with-a
small show you cant- draw students
because nobody has ever heard of the
- group before," Casalli said.

continued from page II
•
During the week before the General
Public concert, SEA sold SII tickets for
,$6.50 if a student bought one at the
regular price. At least 200 tickets were
sold on campus in this way.
That was a mistake. Cavell said.
980 kw
WWII( the halt
, price tickets would've bought them at
full price anyway."
Pfister said he hopes to book bands
on par with General Public next year if
a promoter can be found. If not, an
alternative would be to book lesser
known acts and pay 55,000 or SI0,000 up
front, thus lessening SEA's dependence
on promoters.
- -—CavaM -giggemed-using-the new-Per
,
forming Arts Center, when it is finished, as a site for smaller and less espensise
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Reagan begins European -trip; embargoes Nicaragua

Elsewhere, autt
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and there were scat
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Chancellor
not urge similar action by the leaders of mitment" to West German
BONN, West Germany(AP1 Presi:
six other industrial nations.lathcrjng_- -Helmut Kohl and "the president is go
den. ee.,,,,„..,,,,deenied_hitpe Avite redcommitment."
his
by
stick
to
ing
here for an economic summit.
carpet pageantry and a 21-gun salute,
WeaL_JULashirain, Reagan and his
-began his[...p.a. visit W.dnesclay-by-- --The-president's 104ay _trip to
Germany. Spain,-France and Portugal re- wife Nancy stepped off.Air Force One
clamping a total trade embargo on
mained clouded by the controversy over onto a red carpet that snaked 100 feet
leftist-ruled Nicaragua to undermine its
his plan to participate in a wreath-laying across the tarmac at the Cologne-Bonn
a:ready shaky economy,
ceremony Sunday at the German Airport to a waiting U.S. Marine
Reagan stopped short of breaking
military crmetary at Bitburg, where 49 helicopter.
diplomatic relations with the Sandinista
A cannon thundered in salute as
Nazi SS troops are buried.
government, ahhough spokesman Larry
On the flight to Bonn aboard Air- Reagan walked past a military honor
to
Speakes said Reagan would continue
German
Force One, the presidential jet, Speakes guard to be greeted by West
pressure Congress to approve aid for
voiced unhappiness with the 390-26 vote Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich
rebel Contra guerrillas in Nicaragua.
Arthur
Tuesday in which the House urged Genscher and U.S. Ambassador
Speakes said the embargo was a
Reagan to reconsider the Bitburg visit. Burns.
unilateral step, in direct response to "the
with a
presented
was
Reagan
Mrs.
House
the
"We did not want it, but
new ties between Nicaragua and the
passed it, and there it is ," Speakes bouquet of flowers. The president seemSoviet Union" announced in MoscowF-4
German
said. "The president has made a corn- cd surnrised as four West
earlier this week. He said Reagan would

1

,
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RENT ONE WAY
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10% DISCOUNT .k_TRUCKS
-MtANY RENTAL
0
maw gE
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0 fiR,

jet fighter planes screeched low overhead
in salute.
Reagan gave no speech, but flew immediately by helicopter to Schloss Gymnich, a rose-coTOred stone castle belie in
the 17th century which-now serves as a
government guest house. Situated 18
miles outside Bonn, thrularnall, moated
castel is filled with art works and several
stag•antlers decorate the foyers.
There were no meetings on the president's schedule Wednesday, and the
Reagans planned to dine privately at
their residence.
Hans-Joachim Franke, chief of German security for Reagan's yisit, and the
two-day summit, said the president',
compound was guarded by 150 fatigueclad troops;most armed with machine
guns and leading attack dogs.
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I.D.B. Spring Refrigerator
Return Schedule
° Yianni's Pizza & Pub
University Mall
827-5421

Wells
April 30th - 6:15-7:45 p.m.
May 2nd - 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Dunn Basement
Bike Room
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the Class of'85!

Hilltop
April 29th - 4:30-5:30 p.m.
May 1st - 4:00-6:00 p.m.

Sunday, May 5th
8iitn_to midnight

Knox Basement

_

Stewart

April 29th - 6-30-8:00 p.m.
May 1st - 7:30-9:._30 p.m.

•
Gannett Gameroom

Have the last hurrah with your friends!
Stodder
April 29th - 8:45-10:00 p.m.
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n
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•
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Room

All well drinks $1.09
Busch - 22 oz with free Maine Bear glass* 85°
Small cheese pizzas $1.95
FREE Popcorn!
FREE Give-aways!
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14 South Africans arrested protesting U.S. investments

.....
JOHANNESBURG South Atrica
(API,— Police arrested 14 blacks who
gathered outside the U.S. consulate
Wednesday to protest foreign investment;
witnesses said.
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Elsewhere, authorities reported two
deaths in racial violence that has plagued
this white-ruled nation since late August,
and there were scattered reports of unrest
in lire _country's segregated black
townships.
--Peter lemsen, the American in charge
of security at the cqnsulate, said the
demonstrators assembled on a busy
sidewalk outside the office building
whose 11th floor houses the consulate.

Most of them were carrying placards.
I didn't see much against the United
States individually, but mostly against
investments in South Africa," he said.
"The police came about 15 minutes
afterward. The demonstrators were not
chanting. It was all quite silent. Those
carrying placards were taken into police
custocla.: .

Salt Pond Community Broadcasting Presents

He described the incident as "extreme-

Asked whether the consulate had called police, Jensen said, "When I heard
there was going to be a demonstration.

Friday
the 3rd
of May
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2 shows,
7:00 and
10:00 p.m.

TRUCK STOP
..

Canadian Superstar

BRVCE COCKBURN

Male Sas Beer - WIN - armories
Stillwater kit, Orel.
SaMINI

as seen on MTV with the hit song "If I Had A Rocket Launcher"

Stock Up Now For The Celebration

!es
....S5.99

Lite. Bud. Bud Light.

' br
ced
I Staff

In the intimate and most comfortable
Hauck Auditorium of the Mgmorial Union

lax & clap

Michelob & Michelob

Light.

$2.99
Sep

tax &

Busch

& Assoc.
St.
5-5619

olt. tax & Sep

Tickets are $9.50 for students. $10.50 for others
Available at the UMO box office M F. 10 a.m 1 p.m. Also in
downtown Bangor at the Grasshopper Shop For reservations
call 667.3281 in Ellsworth or 1-800.462.7616 from elsewhere

Complete Line of Wine & Wine Coolers
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Witnesses said the protesters were from
the partially integrated University of the
Witwatersrand in Johannesburg.
- Outdoor protests have been illegal in
South Africa since 1976.

HAYNES

e, chief of Gern's yist and the
the president's
I by 150 fatigued with machine
k dogs.

3

I naturally liased with police. My first
concern is the safety of our personnet."
Police spokesman Col. Fred Bull said
he believed all those arrested were black.
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Start Off
Saturday Night

Scott Folsom

.
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Sunday Night
Monday

3
3
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Cornerstone
Maine Bears }
(brit,r1sTic,k
vs.
Maine Guides
9W. Grand Ave.,
Old Orchard Beach, ME 04(1,4

Special Drink Prices - Free hors d'ouvres
May 11 - 13
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- -Editorial
Divest now
here is absolutely '
no logical basis for publft

E.J. VONGHER

be just as profitable, while severing the ties to racism. '
rainirev crealiwe pert fillip management

Breaking
away from
UMO

Most critics, of divestiture cite the Sullivan Principles
as a viable format for benefiting from South Africa
I sit here, listening to Creedence's
w it howl participating in the apartheid, which everyone
"Heard it through the Grapevine" and
is quick to denounce in public.
excuse
for
my
thoughts are focused on The Big
an
apologist's
Principles
are
The Sullivan
Chill. It is especially poignant right now,
maintaining the mans quo, while keeping-up the front
because I will be graduating in less than
of corporate benevolence. Not only are they- ineffective
10 days, leaving many friends behind.
in helping South African blacks, they are the moo
The Big Chill was a film about college
damaging propaganda in use in the United States.
friendships and how important and
While the'companies adhering to the principles do
pay
and
lasting they are. I say friendships are a
offer equably in the workplace, in terms of
very important aspect 'of college,
employee advancement to the small number of blacks
perhaps even the most important.
effected, the equality ends as they pass through the
The reason I think friendship is an im-'
plant gates on their way out.
gcnernment's
repeated
Botha
coupled
with
the
portant aspect of college is that it tends
This,
to augment the learning process. There
refusals to change apartheid for the benefit of
American morals. creates-a perfect analogy between— is much to be learned through friendship
supporters of the Sullis-an Principles and the southern
that could never _be approached in 40
apologists of the pre-Civil War era who claimed slavers,
years of college classes, let alone four.
between-brattrInd hunger -and
--vas-twe orirc
• My friends -have helped me get
unemployment.
through the big and little traumas
Continuing pressure must be brought to hear on the
everyone experienced in college. There is
something special and warm about beUniversity of Maine Foundation, by- the DMO
community and the Legislature, to bring symbolic
ing able to bitch and moan to a good
statements into line with action, to cm US ties-to
friend about the test you just failed and
apartheid immediately-11nd completely.
have him or her just smile and say "so
what" or "let's drink." So you
regroup and try again. I must admit I am
indeed lucky to have as many true
fiicnds as I do.
In the past four years. I have enjoyed
many-relationships-with__these relationships_ have alwway •6,64
and some are just beginning.
I have learned a great deal from the
ones that have ended, such as it takes the
full and wholehearted effort from both
parties to maintain a friendship and
that, even though it may appear that someone is a good friend, they could care
less about anyone but themselves and
their own selfish interests. This might
sound bitter, but that couldn't be further
from the truth. If you can learn about
nasty people in college, when things are,
as a good friend of mine has said, temporary, then you're more prepared for
the real world. Don't be bitter if you've
been used, just learn from it.
The friendships that are just beginn7
ing are the most optimistic ones. There
to suah-promise, just like the Maine
spring. You never can tell what's gonna
come up out of that mud,btit_you've got
this great feeling you're gonna like it.
The best friends are the ones which
I've profited from the most are the ones
I've had the longest up here. I've seen
them grow and they've helped me grow.
The great thing about these friends is
they know you like a book and won't go
away when' you need them, estri when
You tell them to get lost. They are always
there, no matter what.
NOW comes the scary part. If it took
a funeral of one of their friends to get
the siavd together in the Big Chill, what
is it going to take to reunite with my
vol. X-CVI no. LXVIII
Thursday, May 2, 1985
--friends-?-Am-q-evet-going-to-see-thrtn—
again? I'm starting to fear graduation as
some sort of end for which these friends
I've come to cherish.and value so much
Don Linscott
James Emplc, Managing Editor
Jerry Tourigny, Sports Editor
are merely -a means of achieving.
Stephen R. Macklin, Managing Editor
Douglas Watts, Magazine Page Editor
Editor
I guess the bottom line is this ... I
Rick Lawes, Managing Editor
Tom Hawkins, Photo Editor
don't want to leave my friends. They do
Dan O'Brien, Adv. Prod. Manager
Rod Eves, Assignments Editor
such crazy things like tie my shoelaces
Mark Gagnon, Adv. Sales Manager
Ron Gabriel, Copy Editor
Rick Caron
to chaits in the Den, successfully pre‘enEd Carroll, Editorial Page Editor
Eric Wicklund, Copy Editor
ling me from going back to the library
Business Manager
where I work to graduate and leave the
realm of my friends. I know one thing
Nblishe
'
d to, ornes oeckh at the loom.0 Mn,,., Orono Offices
Sun 'A Lord HAIL UMO. Orono, Mains, 05469 Telephone
numbers Maiming Editor. 511-125'. Newsrom,. 5111.1269i Sporn Department, 541-12611. Adionnine °Men uaini. &loans Off= 581 1272.
for sure, homecoming is going to be a
Edam, 5111•1211 Advertising and subscription rues avulelne upon request Printed at TM Ellsworth Aoserscoh, Ellsoorth. Mains,
show,

jovernment of South Africa through
corporations profiting and contributing to that system.
For this reason, the editorial board of The Dai
Maine Campus, with one abstention, has voted to urge
the Unisersity of Maine Foundation to divest itself of
all investmems in such corporations. —
..
The links connecting such investments to a society
•
- of legalized, brutal oppression are direct. They take the
form of taxes paid to the South African government
and supplying 'equipment which the government uses
•
- to maintain its minority rule.
The Foundation defends its investments in
companies with South African holdings because of its
"fiduciary responsibility"; its desire to gain the highest
possible return on its investment.
But it does not follow from this that the Foundation
has no choice but to lease its money in companies
participating in apartheid. It is participation because
-rlst—
the CortipanieS are irf-ScnitftAfrica-to befelFfrant
country's supply of natural resources and its demand
for technolo_gy.
As many colleges. municipalities and stale retirement
funds base proven, the maximization of profits from
insestment funds does not require insestments in
apartheid. Removing the money from South Africa can
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Union's third floor is for students

when writing
The 114aont Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
Commentaries. Letters should be MO words or less;
ctxnmentenes should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or comments,es and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under metal orcum,
stances The Maine Carnpur reserves the
rtght to edit letters and commenters.
for length, taste and hbel

Coffee contradictions
To the editor:
This letter is a comment on
the Residential Life News Page
in The Daily Maine Campus of
Ma'. I. The author of "Keep
The Change," Karl Folk,
some of the
begins with "
best things in life can be had for
less than a dollar. Candy bars,
-e10 drinks,
chips, cafTeinateZ-s
cigarettes, a beer " While the
reader may guess that the main
subject of the article is health
awareness (after exhausting all
other options) I feel that the
aboYe quote is irresponsible for
anything less than an ad campaign for the mentioned items.
_ _Furthermore, in the author's
discussion of caffeine the only
item on ilia above list reviewed
(dbes-ikis- mean R.I.. supports
cigarette smoking and beer Coil-

sumption?) he fails to mention
how an occasional cup of coffee keeps some of us going
through the day.
Question: If coffee, a major
source of caffeine, is bad for
people why is the Bears' Den
Coffee Shop and promotional
grand opening including prizes
such as: Coffee brewer, grinder
and mugs? This information
comes from the same page
under "winners" in the promo
bean (coffee?) counting contest.
I feel it is an R.L. responsibility to present consistent points
of view on issues they feel are
of concern to the student body
Maybe Shop II should be called: "Students helping to confuse or* students."
_
Bruce Massey
264 Estabrooke Hall

Not all resent authority
To die editor:
I was quite surprised to read
the editorial by Kenny King in
the Different Drummer:
This negative and biased report
is not shared by the entire work
force. In my opinion, there is
only a small minority of people
who work at the Grounds Shop
who have a negative attitude.
These few seem to resent any
kind of authority. They simply
resent it.
King went on to say that
ninny workers are given puffy
assignments and others are not
indicating
therefore
—
favoritism at Grounds.
In my view, the truth is that
some easy jobs such as going
around campus witha4iia._and
picking up trash would be
resented- by. some of the
Grounds Crew so management
simply assigns this type of work
to those who usually don't mind
doing it.
As for the comments about a
supervisor checking a job, a
— crew leader--who-monisers-and
maintains quality control is
directly assigned to laborers.
I ct's face it — no managers

anywhere are perfect and, for
certain, the managers at the
Grounds Shop are not exempt.
The article which I read in
Different Drummer is, in my
Vie., very deceptive. It leads us
to believe that all of us here on
the Grounds Crew share the
same opinion as that stated by
King's editorial in the Different Drummer
King went on to say that
morale could be improved if
workers had a voice in job rotation. A rotation list is used at
Grounds, and management
makes the effort to use that list
,in a fair manner!
I have been working here for
nearly. a decade and have
observed management objectively and subjectively and find
it to be adequate for the type of
work we do at the Grounds
Crew.
I feel I am able to make a
more positive evaluation of the
Facilities Management system
and feel my thoughts on this
material are positive grounds
byr4the truth:—
Steven M. Cost
employee, Grounds Shop

The Maine Campus thanks
you for your letters, commentaries and interest in the
issues of this semester.

To the editor:
Last Friday at 8 am,I was
studying at the desk in the
ladies' lounge of the second
floor ladies room in the
Memorial Union. A janitor
came in and posted the enclosed notice:
"To Ladies' Room Lounge
Patrons: The administration of
Memorial Union and Student
Activities is giving thought to
some changes that would affect
this lounge. Specifically, vte are
thinking about removing the
partition that separates this
lounge from the corridOr_a_rea
and making it into a small
meeting room. Entrance to the
ladies room would be directly
off from the corridor. Anyone
having concern about this idea
is invited to attend an open
forum to express their opinion.
The meeting is scheduled for
Tuesday, April 30th at 3:30 p.m.
in the F.F.A. Room."
Shortly after, a friend came
in and called my attention'to the
message of the notice. We were
infuriated! Our lounge may be
made into yet another meeting
room, further depriving
students of what little private
space is left to us-in the Union.
The lounge in question is vital
in the daytime lives of many
female students. It provides a
quiet place I) to study undisturbed by conversation such

-asis_permitte.d in the Coe and
other lounges; 21 to pull
ourselves together after the
7-iWac'E orWoing ptfly on an
important test; 3) to contemplate quietly on one's daily
direction; 41 to rest during
menstrual discomfort: 51 even
to pray: one day I and a friend
were studying in this lounge
when a young lady entered with
prayer shawl and rug and asked if we minded if she performed her mid-day worship as she
had been unable to find arty
other place. We were delighted
to share this space with her and
continued our studies/conversation lit tones rommensurate
with the young woman's
religious ritual. For all these
reasons we submit that the administration of Memorial
Union and Student Activities
needs to rethink this plan of
theirs.
While I am on the subject,
the other meeting rooms on the
second floor are locked when
not in use. These rooms should
be open for total quiet study, no
conversation allowed, during
those times when not in use for
meetings. The third floor-of the
library is almost as bad as an
aluminum can factory what
with all the push carts and the
very vocal workers pushing
them. The second floor is a zoo
in the afternoon: between the
clanging of the elevator doors

and the jocks and girlfriends,
the distraction drives the serious
student to a far end of the floor;
-even- not the noise carries and
disturbs. Some people can study
amid distraction. Many others
cannot, I among those who
need quiet to make maximum
of limited study time. The first
floor is very: busy in the check
out area and very social in the
Oakes Room. The mezzanine is
so poorly illuminated efficient
study is impossible. The
periodicals room is fairly quiet
but is scarcely the place for a
good crying jag over a flunked
test, mid-day prayer, or resting
one's painful insides. Therefore,
I also submit that not only must
the administration of the Union
not take over our lounge, but
also must give us time in the
present meeting rooms.
Vie need a student union, for
students only. With rest "quiet
lounges; prayer room; kitchenette; as well as meeting
roomsfor students only: study
rooms; conversation rooms; all
of these must have both smoking and non-smoking separate
100a15.

Let the .administration
develop the third floor of the
Union — for us — the students.
We deserve at least that much-.
Cynthia Malcolm
Peggy Nevelles
Judith Morse
Bangor

Heterosexuals already recognized
To the editor:
Sneaker day is getting out of
hand.
Gay rights are a controversial
issue these days, perhaps
because gays are a minority
have
numbers
whose
significantly increased to the
point that they can fight for
recognition. Denim day was a
part of their fight, a tool which
they used to increase the public's
awareness of them and their
problem.
Vie heterosexuals, however,

are (he majority, and my question is: If Denim day stood for
homosexual recognition, what
does Sneaker day stand for?
Heterosexual recognition?
Would you Organized Practicing Hebrosexuals open your
eyes to the fact that officially
heterosexual,get their recognition built into the way life is.
Almost everything is (used to
taken for
bel heterosexually
_
therefore
raed, and
gnt
discriminatory to people who
aren't in this majority. Viell now
those people have simply reaeh-

ed the point where they want to
be considered too, and your
response is to jump up and
down like Steve Dallas in heat
and yell "I'm a heterosexual,
I'm a heterosexual."
From what I've seen of your
method, and motives, what
you're really saying is "I'm a little bit paranoid." Put our
package together more tastefully, and for the right reasons,
and yOU'Ill go a lot further.

•

Kurt Anderson
Orono

8 The Doily MUM' Campus. Thursday, Ala,1 2, 1985.

- Commission- rails-for -nerve-gasarmaments; objectivity questioned
WASH4446-TOt9+1•PI Alwesiden- liati-JI-Cblo...sairiaLa-Senatc Azuual
chemical-- -Service,- COMillinee hearing on I he
tial cOmmiVsion resiewing
panel findings.
weapons policy urged Congress on
Nednesdas to build new nerse gas arHart was joined ni-ctiticism by Sal,
maments, hut Senate Democrats goesCarl I es ill. D-Slich., and Edward KenAion_ed the pagetsohiodivityind sought
---=_Ixesky..-D-Mate..-Aahts-also-itst,ed-forriterto find out wtis it hired prisate con-- Ambassador Walter Stoessel Jr.. the
sultants to deal with lawmakers and
reporters.
--tithants were hired.
Before the Chemical Warfare RIn ICW
Stoessel said the consultants were reCommission began its work Iasi month.
tained to help the commission with its
irtualls eser Meintwr uas on record
work and to "help deal with the
as supporting the production of addiIlonal chemical weapons." Scn. Gar __press."
4 444444444444444444#4444##4
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Summer's coming, and Dr. Records*
wants to clear his LP stock out
20 Maine Street
to make room for more cassettes.
Orono
*
866-7874-*

*

*

*

* So...from today until May 11 (Graduation Day) st
•

$1.00 off every new
LP in the store
4
* No limit to purchases. Buy as many titles as '
it
-_-*
4L
you-like,_eash via be_discountegl $1.00
-=*---it
from marked price!!
*

Riots-reek -Poland an Max Day
WARSAW, Poland (AP) Thousands of rock-throwing
demonstrators battled riot police
in Gdantk bn Wednesday, and an
estimated 15,000 Solidarity supporters staged a two-hour peaceful
May Day march in Warsaw to protest food price hikes and political
arrests.
. -- About 500 Solidarity activists.
shaming "Solid.oity" and "Lecit
•Walesa" forced their way into the
official government May Day
parade in Gdansk. They interrupted the parade for 10 minutes
by sitting down in the road before
being routed by baton-wielding
police units.
About a mile from the parade
route, an estimated 2,000 to 3,000

Agent killed for drug information
WASHINGTON(AP)- The abduction of a U.S. drug agent murdered in
Mexico was plotted by top Mexican drug
kingpins who sought to learn how much
-US. agents knew about their operations.
Congress was told Wednesday.
John Lawn, acting chief of the Drug
Enforcement Administration, said the
traffickers met only days before the Feb.
7 kidnapping of ageni Enrique
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91-991.991991991991991.9919919
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The kind of technical challenge we offer is critical
to 130 million people every day!
Ince we fAt went on the air in 1942 as the international broadcast arm of
t e Federal Government;the Voice of America has sought to bring America to the world by providing programming that promotes an understand*of the people. culture, and policies of,the United States. To support
r continued expansion of this global service, we are seeking creative
o1,3
r• fessionals, interested in making a positive contribution in our unique
international environment. Positions are currently available in:
Configuration Management & Q.0
Propagation Analysis and Design
Antenna and RF Systems Design
Over the Horizon Systems
Systems Engirtring

Many positions require international travel
Contact us,,..,,You will be glad you did
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Graduating Engineers

Electrp,Acoustics
Computer Applications
Proiects—Management
Satellite Communications
Control Systems
Global Real-Time Switching Systems

mostly young demonstrators
gathered near the former Solidarity headquarters and hurled stones
ripped from the streets at a column
of helmeted riot police, Western
reporters said.
The police initially showed
restraint but then charged with
batons and shields and used water
cannon and tear gas to disperse the,
crowd. Several demonstrators and
police were injured. •
One member of the riot police
was beaten to the ground by
demonstrators and taken away in
an ambulance A protester who apparent!) threw' a rock at a police
vehicle was rammed by a police car
and then beaten by riot squads.
The protester was taken away by
ambulance

Send your resume to

_

Camarena Salazar in Guadalajara. His
nude body was found a month later.
Lawn, who just returned from NUNico where he received a top-level briefiIIIMSTirariOn. gave
mg on ther.wit4
a detailed account to the House
Judiciary subcommittee on crime His
description was laced with details ot
police corruption that delayed initial
progress and outraged U.S. officials.
For instance, he noted that one
suspected trafficker boasted after his arrest that more than 700 local Mexican
police officials were on his payroll. And,
he added, U.S..officialx learnech hat-the
same traffmker -had-bribed- Ale-first
federal police officiarteitake command
of the case.
But Lawn said despite early setbacks
in the investigation, the Mexican attorney general now, is pursuing it
s igorously. He acknowledged the
cooperation came only after U.S.
pressure that included time-consuming
border searches and threats of advisories
to American tourists that Mexico was
not safe for trawlers.
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LESBIANS
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WE MEET THRCUGHCLIT THE
SUMNER TO SOCIALIZE, TO
DISCUSS, TO 'GIVE EACH
WE' HAVE
ffeliPe SUPPORT.
A NEWSLETTER, A LENDING
LIBRARY, A PHCHELINF. WE
ARE NORTHER.' LAMBDA NORD
PCB 990*C4ARIBOU*896-588E

GAYMEN

a

BECKY'S
HEADQUARTERS
Hairstyling & Tanning Center

Mr. C.W. iolinson
VOICE OF AMERICA
Suite - CR - 1
330 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20547

14:14

778 Stillwater-Ave., Banger Tel. 942-2100
We are
pleased to
announce the
addition of

PAMELA
FORBES
formerly of
Great Expectations
to our new shop location
Pam welcomes old & new
customers to call her for
an appointment.
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Falsely- arettsed rapist freed again
bond and boarding an airplane with atCHICAGO (AP) - Gary Dotson
walked out of prison for the second time torney Warren Lupel for a brief flight to
the Dixon Correctional Center in norin a month Wednesday after his mother
thern Illinois.
, posted SI0,000 cash bond while he fights
-sto overturn a conviction for a rape his
"Yesterday, when we first told him
happened.
never
says
now
accuser
about the bond, he was calm. But later
"You can't beat freedom." Dotson
I talked to him and he was more ex,old a crowd-Oaf applasded him when -eited1,-" -said-Mss.. Dotson. "But_bes
he emerged from prison at 3:45 p.m.
still cautious. He's been let down
fut jum twining lluowitli a ILyoly ing before."
door it seems," he said. "I'm beginDotson, 28, who has served six years
ning to feel like a pinball."
But his mother. Barbara Dotson, said
on rape and aggravated kidnapping
that although further legal battles lie
charges, was transferred to the Dixon
ahead, she feels that this time her son
facility after an April 11 court, hearing
is out of prison for good.
in which Circuit Judge Richard Samuels
"I don't know why, I just feel it," refused to vacate Dotson's conviction
she said, momerus before posting the
and 25- to 50-year sentence.
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BOSTON 1AP)- Das id the "bubble
boy" died- of blood cancer caused by a
common virus that apparently was carried into his lxvds bs the transplant doctors hoped would give him the immune
defenses he was born without, a report

deseloped, and Stanford University,
where the boy's cancerous cells were
analyted. It was published in the Ness
England Journal of Medicine.

The bos's doctors said the case protides some of the firmest es idence set
that siruses can cause cancer.
Das id, who spent most of his 12 years
in 'a germ-free plastic bubble, died
1-i:binary 22. 1984 - 124 class after
surgeons ease him a transplant 01 hone
.
m row fmmtris-sisren1-he transplant failed, his doctors said.
fiTS-birefy
7annarTritTylvn-mrseexistent
Nysi,m -itriakod the fore!issue and desaroyed
Iloweser. his body,could not muster
a defense againcrtimrvirucTaird it tMtch----ed oft- a lethal case of It-cell lymphoma,
a cancer of the w hire blood cells that
make am bodies.
"We couldn't demonstrate ans
idence that there were arts donor cells
present in Das id," said Dr. Jerome
kit,, of the Dana-Farlx, Cancer Center
in Boston. "The marrow 'transplant
didn't work. He didn't doctop an immune ssstem. so he wasn't able to deal
with an infection of this sort."
.A report on Das id's death was
pri.pan.11 by Dr. William Shearer of Texas
Children's Hospital in Houston. where
Das id was treated, and colleagues from
Dana-farber, where the operation sva

New AIDS test
false in vases
BOSTON(AP)- A new AIDS
lest will falsely suggest that
thousands of healthy blood donors
hive the fatal disease, and this in
accuracy could scare away donors
-- unless blood banks double-check
results before releasing them,
public health officials said.
The test is intended to screen out
donated blood that is contaminated with the AIDS virus Si)
the disease will not be spread
through transfusions. Even though
the test is highly sensitive for spotting tainted blood, it also
sometimes falsely labels clean
blood as being contaminated.
In fact, the officials said, well
over half of the results suggesting
the presence of AIDS will be
mistakes, or so-called "false
positives." However, the U.S.
Public Health Service recommends
that blood banks notify donors
with positive test results that they
might have AIDS.

WORRIED ABOUT A
COLLEGE LOAN?
CHECK OULTHE NEW GI BILL AND
NEW ARMY COLLEGE FUND
IF YOU QUALIFY, YOU CAN RECEIVE UP TO$25.200 FOR COLLEGE AND UP TO
$8,000 IN CASH BONUSES
A two year enlisiment can get you $17,000;
three years $22,800; and four years $25,200.
Sign up now under the Delayed Entry Program
and start training this summer. For more
information call: 942-7153.

BE AMERICA'S FRONT LINE OF DEFENSE
BE A SOLDIER
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

NO
I

10
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Ex-Maine Mariner helped
Montreal get to Game 7
----M019TRFAI LAP)=ACM Flockhapt
of the Montreal Canadieds is happy' to

•
•

Show them that UPC codes
don't mean anything to you,
and take out a Maine
Campus Personal.

playoff time and the speedy forward has
made the most of his opportunity.
Flockhart had been benched in Montreal's 10 previous playoff games but was
a key performer in the Canadiens' 5-2
ictory over the Quebec Nordiques Tuesday night. That victory deadlocked the
hest-of-seven Adam, Division final at
three games apiece. Game 7 will be
played Thursday night at the Forum.
Flockhart, whose first goal of the
playoff, was the decisive one in Game
6, lauded the Canadiens' organization in
the aftermath of victory. He Was all
smiles when he was greeted by reporters
from Philadelphia, who, like the Flyers,

await the winner of the Adams Division
finar
"Here, everything is like it was in
Philadelphia, sat
hadn't played since the final game of the
regular season on April 7. "Here only
one thing counts — winning.
"That's why I only think about doing
my part. Everybody encourages YOU —
Ronald Corey club president and others,
it reminds me of my time, With Ed
Snider and the Flyers."
Flockhart was signed by Philadelphia
as a free agent in 1980 and played two
full seasons there. In October. 1983 he
was traded to-Pittsburgh and scored 27
goals in 1983-1984. Flockhart found life
with-the NHL's least stable franchise an
unhappy experience.

STILLWATER RIVERPLEX
APARTMENTS

John Dudley

827-7511 Evenings
945-5681 Days
•
•
•

An ALCO Project

MENAGES,1INC.
DISCOUNT Downto
wn Orono, 866-771
— —
Carnations $6.99 JD.

7 Oak St.,
-- --Bows • Wines • Taps II Koos • hlunchhas

"No one matches our selection, prices or hours"
OPEN Till 1 a.m. Seven days a week

VCR and Tape Rentals
Michelob & Light
12 pack

Michelob & Light
6 pack

Old Milwaukee & Light
12 pack

Miller & Lite

WMEB-FM 91.9

12 pack

Molson Beers
• 6 pack
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Now Leasing for 1985-86
Call for Details or Appointments
to see Model Apartment
46 Main Street
Orono, Maine 04473
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Sports
Briefs
ijas Armitraj of India defeated
&tending champion and top seed
6 7-1 .
ininis Connor, -6-1. 7,
Wednesdas in the first round or
the Alan King-Caesar, Palace tennis tournament.
It was the first time since-1981
that Connors, a fise-time US.
Open champion. was eliminate°
from a tournament in the first
round.
The tournament', No. 2-seed.
kcs in Curran. was also eliminated
in his firg_round Match be I9-year
old Stefan Edberg of Sweden, 6-1,
6-1..
The Bolden (ehics traded their
1985 first-round draft choice and
their second-round choice in 1988
tO the Dallas Nlavericks for Dallas'
1985 first-round choiec
Bert Blylesen. pitcher for the
Cleveland Indians. was suspended
Its the American League for three
dm, for making an • obscene
gesture in a game on April 28.
Gary Danielson, quarterback of
the Detroit lions, was traded to
the (leseland Brown, for an undisclosed 1986 draft choice.
lite Kentucky 1)erhy 'sill be take
place this Naturrlav -and-aLfemof
the tin °rites in the l -mile race
null he-Spend—A Duck. Chief's •
cf.t.;11 Proud:froth amt Rhoust_s

THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX"
Monday, May 6
through
Friday, May 10
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily

0.1 Jac there ns
0114: `.1.•
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Ninisls Stephen, said he plans to
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The Baltimore Orioles. with the
unexpected help of the third-1,w,
umpire, beat the Chicago Whir ,
SON 3-1 Wednesdas night
The. White Sox had the basit' ,
1,,Ided with one out-in_the
!ten Carlton Fisk hit a smash ii
,
_stru
'ciiipugrtion-hatt-tatz-but
hsh •
um woke
third base.
Rudy I ass scored From
(tree Walker. running-I'
• height theFfillTvent int•
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( tI Rinker'',two-run hornet
Rich 1)atier added a sotti nta,
:the Oriolcs.
I. Wants Brines pasted
Reds I7-9 Uedness!
at Riserfront Stadium
delased two hours. I
---11, by rain.
Itale Murphy had his 10th hoe
.o
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itt and the Biases
e
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Ki
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NFL draftees_ may _pot be _given large contracts
NESA YORK(AP)- National FootplaYers taken in Tuesday's dratt. -Ihe
ed NFL *officials to predict that rookie he would seek a multiMillion, mTdit-year
ball League teams, aglow with day-aftergold rash is over."
salaries May be no higher this year than contract.
Glenn claimed that Rice turned down
the draft "we got just what we wanted"
The gold rush began in 1983 with the
last and may even be lower. euphoria.,may not be so happy when
creation of the United States Football
"If the teams are going to moderate a "seven figure" contract from the
Birmingham Stallions, a team
they begin negotiating- with-the plums
alaybonuses-or-inc-reasesohi.-would....._LLSI-Ts
League -and aceelerated last- yews-whenthey picked.
the USFL aggressisely sighed top draft
be the year to- do ii,2,--Jim-MilierthatLast week -had-to-obtain a million.
picks - an estimated third of the top
director of administration for the NFL dollar loan from the city of Birmingham
The NFL7, new tight-money policy
Management Council,''Said-Wednesday, to keep going for the nest three weeks:
100-and the rest used the threat of the
may mean a lot of.draftees will be sitHe compared Rice to Irving Frvat, who
contracts.
_h_may also lead to a confrontation
,,,,pew
league
to
negotiate
large
ting bow when_their Itelk_tta.
But
trotibledL, ,,.between NFL learns and.pla)ers who got $2.5 million from the New England
head for training camp.
signed only Heisman Trophy winner
have come to espect salaries similar to Patriots after being the first player taken
Doug Flutie this year, giving newly
"I think you'll See a loT or holdouts
the fouryear $2.6 million deal the Bur- in the 1984 NFL draft.
this sear," sass agent tele' Steinberg, drafted players and their agents confalo Bills ease defensive end Bruce - Steinberg. who..intely has- his prayers
is ho represents four of-the top dozen
siderably less leserage. That has allow%mat. theZrafis No. I pick, when they . how Out, represents tirst-toundsis
signed hint in February after outbidding Duane Bicken. taken by Indianapolis
with the fifth choice; Ken Ruettgers.
the LISFIN Baltimore Stars. But that
. Green Bay, sesenth: Ron Holmes. Tamwrin't keep some from trying.
For &ample. after the San Francisco • pa Bay, eighth, and Jim Laches, San
49ers maneusered their way into position
Diego. 12th. He belies es that some pro866-7710
Main Street. Orono
to draft Mississippi Valley State. sside blems mm arise from the difficulty
receiser Jerry RiCeasith the 16th pick of agents lune telling new clients.that they
the first round TueSday. Rice's agent, can't gei as much as then • contem.......S4.99
Stroh's ..,..
Eserett Cilenn, immediately announced
poraries aid last year.
plus tax & dep
12-12 or cans
...................-.......”.25
Michelob 8, Michelob Light
plus tan E. dep.
6 12 oz bottles
............,..gg,gg
Korbel Champagne
yalgics ui their Ndinnial Basketball
- tWint—t,ViSintared-PTC-Sc
plus tax
00
75 liters save 52
Associatiem playoff series. But while
2 for 89'
ALL Seagrams Mixers
Portland
Detroit and Portland play their next two
and
Detroit
Pistons
If
theplus tax and deposit
.ir
games at home, Nlilwaukee is in
bad shape,
they
are
in
Blazers
think
Trail
Agency Liqour Store
Philadelphia for its next two with the
the Milwaukee Bucks can tell them what
76ers. •
real trouble is.
All three have lost the opening two --T-he-Pistem-trait-the-Boston--Celtius'-0 as their Eastern Conference series
resumes Thursday night, while the Utah
Jazz play the second game of their
Vsestern Conferenee semifinal with the
Nuggets in Denser. The Nuggets won the
opener at home,
The Bucks andthe 76ers pickup filen'Eastern Conference semifinal Friday
whert-rheTtailBLUMKandthetrb
Angeles Lakers, who base an 11-game
also reFwmerls-seke.-

NEWCO MARKET

NBA playoff roundup

Attention University of Maine Faculty and Staff:

-Your paycheck
could be in the bank
long before you are.

Are you tired of running to the bank on your lunch hour to deposit your paycheck?
Or rushing to get to the drive-up window before it closes in the afternoon?
Maine Savings Bank has a solution. It's called direct deposit. and it's a fast.
efficient way to get your paycheck where it belongs- into your account. It's
automatic. And it's also guaranteed.
Plus, if you sign up for this great service, you'll receive a bonus gift from us to help
you keep your account balanced - a Sair-powered cákiifatoc. KniZtWII make your
•- One Money' regular checking account totally free of any minimum balance requirei-,
-7gtents or monthly service charges,. no matter how low your balance falls
We'll be on campus on Tuesday, April 30, and Thursday. May 2, from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. on the first floor of the Memorial Union to answer any questions you may have
—.and to help you sign up for this..SWer.convenience. And, if you don't already have a
regular checking account at Maine-Savings, we can easily transfer your account from
your present bank. All you have to do is come by and sign your name. We'll do
everything else and you won't have to go back to your old bank at all. And with a
Maine Savings account, you can get all the Maine Savings advantages:
• Instant access to your cash with a free One Money. Express card
• Over 90 banking locations statewide
• Access to The One Phone', the most comprehensive in-home banking service in
the state
• Money* Reserve overdraft protection • Bank by mail
• Picktential fixed-rate consumer loan pricing
If you'd like to relax on payday, and if
you're interested in having the most
convenient checking account possible.
-come by the Memorial Union on April 30
or May 2. You'll never have to run to the
5ank again.
Member, F.D.1.C.

ManeSavingsBath

The irony of the Bucks' situation is
that they won II of their last 13 games
_ to gain the homecourt advantage, which
proved to be not as big a factor as
playoff experience in the view of Paul
Pres,e. of'the Bucks.
"They know what it takes to play in
I lie playoffs," he said of Philadelphia,
which is in posistason play for the 10th
successise year, the only team with that
distinction. "They're peaking at the right
time, when it counts."
Julius Erving of the 76ers expounded
on the etperience theory for another
reason. He said his team refused to be
rattled by foul calls during its 112-108
,viciory Tuesday night in MilWaukee.
A less-experienced learn might"have
been complaining about fouls instead of
adjusting and adapting the way -we
did," he said.

Now Showing
Apartmentsfor Fall
Semester
„„Bedrooms"
Walking Distance to
U.M.O.

Ekelund Properties
866-1516
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